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Inserting Grid Lines Continued (Print Composer) 

This tutorial picks up from the preview we did in the previous tutorial, while in the map interface, 

our objective was to have some cool things features like Scale, Copyright, Arrow key to preview 

while designing our map,  those features won’t be integrated into the “Print Composer”  window 

automatically (its just for  having a professional looking map interface while still designing--):) 

Having said that lets integrate a permanent Grid line to our map interface for print.  

Assumption: I am assuming you already know how to activate the Print composer from the QGIS 

interface (Menu Bar>Project>New Print composer>Title>Ok) 

 Take not of the settings of the Grids in your previous tutorial (X,Y intervals) because 

we will need it here (but, you can still do the tutorial without it….) 

 Add your map from the print composer using the Add map button(Hint: You have to draw 

a rectangle in the white canvas) 

 Scroll down on the right hand side under Item properties, until you see Grids 

 

 Click the triangle next to Grids 
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 Click on the + (Add a new Grid button) 

 

 A new Grid 1 item should appear below 

 

 

 Using the values that we took note of from the map interface (First Tutorial), insert the 

same intervals values under (X,Y), feel free to experiment with different values. Hint:  the 

bigger the value in either X or Y, the more spaced the Grids Lines will appear, this is because 

of the scale of the layers itself. If you are looking at a large area (small scale), you need 

bigger X,Y values. But if working on a small area (Large scale), you need smaller X,Y Values. 

 

 You will notice, the grid lines appearing and adjusting automatically as you play around 

with the values 

 

 Line Style will enable you adjust the properties of the grid lines e.g. colour, transparency, 

thickness etc. Check it out! 

 

 If you are happy with the intervals move on to the next step. Hint: A good grid line shouldn’t 

be the center of attention so it shouldn’t over shadow your underlying layers, they are just 

for reference purposes!! 
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Inserting Grid Values to your Map Canvas 

 Using the right hand side of your map, scroll down under Item properties until you see Grid 

Frame 

 Under Frame Style click the drop down to look at other available options but for this 

tutorial we will use Line Border 

 If you prefer to have grids appearing on all sides of your map (Top, Bottom, Left, Right), 

leave everything else and move onto the next step 

 Optional Step: Otherwise play around with check boxes next to Left Side, Right Side, Top, 

Bottom 
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 Still using the right hand side of your map, scroll down under Item properties until you see 

Draw Coordinates 

 Check the small box next to it, you should now see your map with Grid values on all sides 

 

 

 Add other features like Legend, Arrow Key and Scale Bar should be added independently 

as discussed during the training workshop (Please review your tutorial on Designing a Map) 


